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AUTOMATED BRAILL[ (AUTOBPAILLE)

The Automated Braille Syetem

ig tLa ittand--other mechanical

the problems associated with scand

Storage space requirement,

bulk and weight of braille books

Deterioration rate of braille surf et

AUTOBRAILLE allows the visually handicanpL,( person to read from hin own

natrtmtent using essentially the same physical habits and techniquOS_

ed for an oiAnary brain- book. The "display electronicalTY

oni control information scored on a tape recording i.n a nearby conri:a_

controlling tape is reproduced from a master tape which has been

the original natural language on punch-ea:x*41a_

_ AUTOBRAILLE's purpose, simply stated, is to makt>

available a small, light-weight baium which provides for braille reading whfit[:

eliminating braille production afthe classical a
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separate aspects: 1) generation of tapes for storage of braille-transducincl

signals and 2) conversion of tape signals to tactile-reading display.

Generating-tonal Storage Tapes. There are two major computer operations_

in the AUTOBRAILLE system. These require two unique software components and

unique peripheral hardware unit. (The two programs could be integrated

described here, designed to function sequentially with a computer storage ci,U7=1

the primary output before treatment on the second program.) Program I tranaforms-

an alpha-numaric natural language text to codes which correspond to the 63

braille character combinations used in Grade II Braille. Program II transfortla

the computer's intermediate codes for the Grade II Braille symbols into a tonal

code similar to that used in Bell System "Touch Tone ". Thus the processed

dati: from this second program must be output off-line through a specially-

designed component which, in turn, can be recorded by an audio-range tape

recording device. Another function of program II is to introduce tonal "markt-

to separate the 30 characters of a standard line of the display instrument.

The major advantage of the tonal (audio-range) output is to enable the

coded data to be scored, duplicated and electronically transmitted, utiliz

low-cost processes for all functions. Once the master tonal tape for a document

handled by small and inexpensive recording and display device

2) Converting the Tonal Data into Tactile Display. The visually handicapped

user of t1e AUTOBRAILLE system manipulates three pieces of apparatus: 1) a7

inch reel of k" audio tape which holds the tonal data representing a given --

document, 2) a Cable-top display device (DD) about 3 x 20 x 4 inches whichlAt

the variable display of a line of 30 braille characters, and 3) the control

the size, weight and general appearance



The control unfit= (CU) is an automatic device which actuated from the

display device. min=operetion, the CU "reads" a "line" of braille code activate,'

"lifters'in=vach of-the cells of the characters

tonal mark which denotes a line's end. As the user hits the

button at the right end of the DD the CU signals DD, neutralixiOg-

"reads" the next segment of tape, loads the DDall "lifters ". The tape then

rapid back-

converting reading habits to

-end marks function and loads from theteAfter! returning to AkiIiiNird:7-7H_=

a reading /Maitre with one=tine of 30 "6 -d

using the standard literary braille character spacing an

typewriter ribbon) pro ectr the mechanism

are electronic, pulse-actuated from the control unit.

control unit delivers six binary signals to each of t

in turn. These trip relays in the Display Device ren

a new configuration. The user needs only to slide=,

a tape cartridge into the control unit, and to operate a power switch and two

control buttons located on the Display Device at either end of the line of



braille chsractersOther than these simple tasks, his reading techniques will

not require modification except that as he returns his hands for the next line

will not move down, because the next line will appear in exactly the same

location as the previous li

The tape moves rapidly when the "next-line-please" button is pressed. The

unload and reload cycle is completed in less time than that required for thES-

user to move his hands fromAhe right end of the device back Wtheleft end.-='==

Telephonic Transm4stion o AUTOBRAILLE Documents One of theRmAjor advantages

f the AUTOBRAILLE is its capability, of low-cost electronic transmission of

braille data. Using the simplest of all commercial transmission devices, the

telephone line, AUTOBRAILLE tonal data can be transmitted at the proballe rate

of 1,000 words per minute. Using high speed i:ensducers and wide-band equipment

(cables or microwaves) transmission between libraries at much higher speed's

became possible.


